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 Following on the Spring 2017 Ostrom Cybersecurity Colloquium, we are pleased to announce a special 

follow-up Workshop focused on the prospects of cyber peace. The Cyber Peace Workshop (CPW) 
seeks participation from scholars, policymakers, practitioners, and civil society groups interested in 
exploring the meaning and promise of cyber peace, ranging from the promotion of cybersecurity due 
diligence to protecting human rights online to making democracy harder to hack. In an environment 
increasingly beset by cyber insecurity, we seek to begin laying out an agenda for how to achieve a 
positive cyber peace for the twenty-first century 

About the Organizers 
IU Ostrom Workshop 
The Program on Governance of Internet and Cybersecurity brings together scholars from across 
Indiana University and beyond. Building scholarly networks, we seek out partnerships with managers 
and policymakers in the U.S. and abroad in order to translate research findings into effective policy.  

NYU 
New York University’s new MS in Global Security, Conflict, and Cybercrime, offered by the Center for 
Global Affairs, prepares a global student body to provide leadership, management, direction, advocacy 
and analysis in support of strengthening the cyber posture of an organization to assure its mission in a 
contested operational environment.  

GEODE, Université Paris 8 
Geopolitics of the Datasphere (GEODE) is a multidisciplinary research and education project at the 
University Paris 8 dedicated to the strategic challenges of the digital revolution.  

IRSEM 
The Institute for Strategic Research (IRSEM – Institut de Recherche stratégique de l’École militaire – 
www.irsem.fr) is a French Ministry of Defence research institute, a unique entity situated at the 
crossroads between the defence and the academic environments. 

 

 RSVP to https://forms.gle/zhWtcNkE2EfweXdr9 
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